Senior Programmer/Analyst

Job Requisition #: 8698
Job Title: Senior Programmer/Analyst
Employment Status: Full-Time
Location: 1444 S. Alameda St.
Los Angeles, California 90021-0000

Job Description:

Position Title: Senior Data Warehouse ETL Programmer

Position Purpose:
Design, develop and implement data integration components and ETL solutions that support project and enterprise level data strategies. Take lead responsibility of all ETL processes for all areas of the data warehouse.

Essential Functions:
Work closely with data analyst and data modelers to develop enterprise data integration solutions that promote reusability and standardization. Modify and create new and existing ETL loads using Talend ETL tools.

Execute all phases of programming activities including program design, coding, debugging, testing, documentation and implementation. Review data loaded into Data Warehouse for accuracy. Assist with migration of existing applications from Oracle/Sql Server to Vertica. Develop and tune existing Data Warehouse applications to ensure optimum performance. Monitor existing Data Warehouse production jobs.

Education:
B.S or M.S. in Engineering or Computer related field, or equivalent experience.

Years of Experience:
Minimum 5 years of experience.

Qualifications:
- Five years experience in ETL using Talend or equivalent tool (Informatica).
- Expert knowledge of SQL with relational databases (Oracle, MS SQL, Netezza).
- Experience leading and developing large scale Operational and Decision Support based Data Integration projects.
- Experience with relational and dimensional data modeling.
- Experience building and operating a data warehouse.
- Ability to convert existing stored procedures into ETL processes.
- Knowledge of Data Profiling and Data Quality concepts and techniques.
· Experience with Business Intelligence tools (MicroStrategy, Business Objects).
· Experience querying large-scale databases.
· Working knowledge of Linux shell scripts.
· Excellent analytical, problem solving and troubleshooting skills with the ability to clearly articulate solution alternatives.
· Good business aptitude and strong interest in applying technology to solve business problems.
· Attention to detail and ability to multi-task a must.
· Ability to adapt quickly to complex challenges and work effectively with minimal direction or supervision.
· Strong teamwork, interpersonal and verbal/written communication skills.
· Retail or manufacturing industry experience preferred, but not required.
· Experience with near real-time data loading initiatives a plus.